The ground-state phase diagram of the spin-one-half Falicov-Kimball model (FKM) is studied in the one dimension using small-cluster exact-diagonalization calculations. There are several discontinuous insulator-insulator transitions from n f = 1 to n f = 1/2 and a discontinuous insulatormetal transition from n f = 1/2 to n f = 0. (iv) In the weak coupling limit (G < 2) the model undergoes a few consecutive discontinuous and continuous intermediate-valence transitions as well as a discontinuous metal-insulator transition.
Introduction
Recent new measurements of the insulator-metal transitions in SmB 6 [1] and in the transition-metal halides [2] , have once again sparked an interest in valence and insulator-metal transitions [3] . These transitions are observed in a wide group of substances formed by transition-metal oxides as well as rare-earth sulfides and borides, when some external parameters (like pressure or temperature) are varied. They are in many cases first-order phase transitions, however, second-order transitions ranging from very gradual to rather steep are also observed [4] .
To describe all such transitions in a unified picture Falicov and Kimball [5] introduced a simple model in which only two relevant single-electron states are taken into account:
extended Bloch waves and a set of localized states centered at the sites of the metallic ions in the crystal. It is assumed that insulator-metal transitions result from a change in the occupation numbers of these electronic states, which remain themselves basically unchanged in their character. The Hamiltonian of the model can be written as the sum of four terms:
where f + iσ , f iσ are the creation and annihilation operators for an electron of spin σ in the localized state at lattice site i with binding energy E f and d The first term of (1) is the kinetic energy corresponding to quantum-mechanical hopping of the itinerant d electrons between sites i and j. These intersite hopping transitions are described by the matrix elements t ij , which are −t if i and j are the nearest neighbors and zero otherwise (in the following all parameters are measured in units of t). The second term represents the on-site Coulomb interaction between the d-band electrons with
where L is the number of lattice sites. The third term stands for the localized f electrons whose sharp energy level is E f . The last term represents the intra-atomic In spite of the fact that the FKM is one of the simplest examples of interacting fermionic system, the theoretical picture of valence and insulator-metal transitions remains still uncertain in the framework of this model. Even, in the existing literature on this model, different answers can be found on the fundamental question whether the FKM can describe both the discontinuous and continuous changes of the f (d)-electron occupation number n f (n d ) as a function of the f -level energy E f [6] . It should be noted that this question is indeed crucial for the systems mentioned above, since, supposing [4] that the external pressure shifts the energy level E f , the valence changes observed in some rare-earth and transition-metal compounds (SmS, SmB 6 , Ti 2 O 3 , and so on) could be understandable purely electronically. Unfortunately, it was found that valence and insulator-metal transitions are very sensitive to the approximation used. Various approximations [6] (mean-field, virtual crystal, CPA, etc.) yield very different and often fully controversial results. This indicates that the study of valence and insulator-metal transitions may be successful only with methods which are relatively insensitive to the type of approximation used and, of course, with exact methods.
In our previous papers [7, 8] we have showed that the method of small-cluster exactdiagonalization calculations is very effective in describing ground-state properties of both the spinless and spin-one-half FKM. For the spinless FKM [7] the exact numerical calculations (over the full set of f -electron configurations) can be performed on relatively large clusters (L ∼ 36), even without some special computational effort. For such clusters the finite-size effects are practically negligible and the results can be satisfactory extrapolated to the thermodynamics limit (L → ∞). Using this method we have described successfully the ground-state phase diagram as well as the picture of valence and metal-insulator transitions in the spinless FKM [7] . The situation for the spin-one-half FKM is more complicated. The full Hilbert space of the spin-one-half FKM is much larger than one of the spinless FKM and this fact impose severe restrictions on the size of clusters that can be studied by the exact-diagonalization method. Our recent [8] numerical computations performed for the spin-one-half FKM with U and G finite showed that clusters with L > 24 are beyond the reach of present day computers. Fortunately, the size of the Hilbert space can be reduced considerably in some special, but physically still interesting limits, e.g., U → ∞. In the limit U → ∞ states with two f electrons at the same site are projected out thereby much larger clusters (L ∼ 36) become accessible for the numerical investigation in this reduced subspace. For this reason all calculations presented in this paper have been done at U = ∞. The main goal for performing these calculations was to construct the comprehensive phase diagram of the spin-one-half FKM. The second goal of our numerical study was to find and describe all possible types of valence and metal-insulator transitions in this model. We show that both the ground-state phase diagram as well as the picture of valence and metal-insulator transitions obtained for U = ∞ strongly differ from ones obtained in our previous paper [8] for a restricted set of f -electron configurations and U finite. In particular, the exhaustive numerical studies of the model (at U = ∞) performed on finite clusters up to 36 sites revealed some new unexpected features like the phase separation for all nonzero G and discontinuous metal-insulator transitions for G small, to mention only a few. In the present paper we discuss these features in detail.
Since the f -electron density operators f + iσ f iσ of each site i commute with the Hamiltonian (1), the f -electron occupation number is a good quantum number, taking only two values, w i = 0, 1 according to whether the site i is unoccupied or occupied by the localized f electron (configurations with w i = 2 are projected out due to U = ∞). Therefore the Hamiltonian (1) can be replaced by
where
Thus for a given f -electron configuration w = {w 1 , w 2 . . . w L } defined on a one-dimensional lattice with periodic boundary conditions, the Hamiltonian (2) is the secondquantized version of the single-particle Hamiltonian h(w) = T +GW , so the investigation of the model (2) has to be most homogeneous. Two basic types of the ground state configurations that fill up practically the whole MHD are displayed in Table. 1. In the P SD 1 the ground state configurations are mixtures w&w e of aperiodic (periodic) configurations w and the empty configuration w e = {00 . . . 0} (see Ref. [9] for a definition of mixtures), i.e., all f -electrons are distributed only in one part of the lattice (configuration w) while another (connecting) part is free of f -electrons (phase separation). We have found three basic types of configurations w which form these mixtures: (i) the aperiodic atomic configurations w a = of stability corresponding to mixtures w a &w e , w b &w e and w c &w e are denoted in Fig. 1 as •, × and +. It is seen that the mixtures of the atomic configuration w a and the empty configuration are stable only at low f -electron concentrations and the Coulomb interactions G < 2.2. A direct comparison of results obtained for the spin-one-half and spinless FKM [9] shows that this region corresponds roughly to a region of phase separation in the spinless FKM. Outside these regions the phase diagrams of the spin-one-half and spinless FKM are, The second step in our numerical studies has been the extrapolation of small-cluster exact diagonalization results on large lattices. In Fig. 2 we present the ground state phase diagram of the spin-one-half FKM obtained for L = 100 on the extrapolated set of configurations that includes practically all possible types of the ground-state configurations found on finite lattices up to 36 sites. In particular, we have considered (i) the most homogeneous configurations w h of the type a and b (see Table 1 
Valence and metal-insulator transitions
The existence of a large metallic domain in the strong coupling region is the main difference between the phase diagram of the spin-one-half and spinless FKM. In the spinless FKM [9] the existence of the metallic phase was restricted only on a small region G < 1.2 and This allows to perform numerical calculations on large systems and practically fully exclude finite size effects. Results of numerical calculations are shown in Fig. 4 . It is seen that in the strong coupling limit the spin-one-half FKM exhibits a discontinuous valence transition from an integer valence ground state n f = 1 into another integer valence ground state n f = 0 at E f = E c ∼ 1.273. The inset in Fig. 4 shows that the discontinuous valence transition is accompanied by a discontinuous insulator-metal transition since the energy gap ∆ vanishes discontinuously at E f = E c . Thus we can conclude that the spin-one-half FKM in the pressure induced case can describe the discontinuous insulator-metal transitions from an integer-valence state (n f = 1) into another integer-valence state (n f = 0).
The situation for G = 2.5 is slightly complicated. Although we know that the ground states for 2.45 < G < 2.75 (and n f < 1/2) are configurations of a type w b &w e the number of configurations belonging to this class is still too large for numerical calculations on large lattices and thus it should be further reduced. For this reason we have performed numerical calculations for all finite (even) clusters up to 48 sites at selected value G = 2.5.
We have found that for any N f > 0 only one type of configurations and namely mixtures {11001100 . . . 1100}&w e are the ground states at G = 2. n f ∼ 0.14 that is accompanied by a discontinuous insulator-metal transition. Above E c the f -electron occupation number n f changes continuously and vanishes at E f = E 0 ∼ −0.8.
It should be noted that the weak-coupling picture of valence and metal-insulator transitions presented in this paper strongly differs from one found in our previous work [8] for the restricted set of configurations consisting of only the most homogeneous configurations Table 1 ). 
